Forum:Pheromone Reviews - Real People - Real Reviews
Thread: Alfa Maschio (new version) review!
JohnnyHard - June 8, 2011, 1:36 pm

The new version is much stronger, rawer and more powerfully as the old one. It cut both ways. The
older one, defunct version, is better in the daytime. Safe, effective and really good for younger
women, for older ones you are more in the beta role. By the way Chris, I would sell the old version
under a new name. It's far better as Ammo or IG from AD... A great all in all product! But not a
sexual beast.
So, now the new Alfa Maschio review (2 sprays are enough):
Chris sent me the new unscented version for free! Thanks Chris, but that doesn't means anything.
I'll keep objective.
Shit, this stuff really stinks! A none bomb! A strong cover scent is obligatory.
The self effects are top dog style! Normally other none products makes me nervous but Alfa M.
don't. The effects are like Denzel Washington in the movie Training Day. Quote: "I'm King Kong!!!"
Just watch out, ego-manic time... Like it...
Effects on males are really surprising. Androstanone hits/looks on 10 meter away and guys you
know smiles and greets you. Small talk, respect and buddy buddy behavior or also silly behavior.
Effects on women. At night (clubs, bars) a must have. A sexual rocket launcher. Stares, open
mouth, almost over attraction, but women at night reacts (often) positive on it. You guys know what I
mean. This over attraction is the problem in the day time. You must counteract, not simple with this
ego-boost. What the heck! I can get everyone... LOL!
Like I said, this is a great night life product. A really Alfa Maschio, by the way, this stuff (effects)
holds much longer as the old one.
I have finished.
Q-Tips - June 8, 2011, 1:50 pm

Thanks for a great report.
Would using Alfa Maschio alone be too intimidating or would some social/ice-breaker pheromone
be to recomend along with this? Did you use anything else when testing it out?
JohnnyHard - June 8, 2011, 2:00 pm

(06-08-2011 12:50 PM)Q-Tips Wrote: &nbsp;Thanks for a great report.
Would using Alfa Maschio alone be too intimidating or would some social/ice-breaker pheromone
be to recomend along with this? Did you use anything else when testing it out?
As yet only with Trione, works great. I wait for the new Glace. Alfa M. + Glace? Interesting...
JohnnyHard - June 8, 2011, 2:03 pm

Yes, I would say too intimidating, but it depends on your age, target group and if you already know
the women and or location.

ohhmygod - June 8, 2011, 2:24 pm

Hey, thanks a lot for this very informative review/report !!!!
How much would u rate Alfa Maschio on a scale of 10 ? How is AM compared to A314, AV, Alpha
7, Wing Edge?
JohnnyHard - June 8, 2011, 2:47 pm

(06-08-2011 1:24 PM)ohhmygod Wrote: &nbsp;Hey, thanks a lot for this very informative
review/report !!!!
How much would u rate Alfa Maschio on a scale of 10 ? How is AM compared to A314, AV, Alpha
7, Wing Edge?
Alfa M. is strong alpha seduction!!!
The self-effects are better compared to all... You must use more A314 drops to come on this level...
A314 is a work place and status product.
AV is like A314 + Alpha 7. Frightens others...
Alpha 7 is light sexual, light status, safe.
Wing Edge is for younger women/girls. I'm still testing it...
Rattlesnake - June 8, 2011, 2:51 pm

Great report JH, I noticed the same differences between the new and old version. 2mg of
-Androstenone rocket powered sex appeal.
I hope you don't mind if I give my opinion on the ratings that OMG asked about. In terms of sexual
hits:
AM - 8.5/9
A314 - 4 (it's sensual rather than sexual in this context. Although Asian girls and Daddy's girls do
respond well to it)
AV - 7 (It's hot but a bit soft sometimes, not hardcore)
Alpha7 - 8.5/9 (Panty moistening but in a classy way)
Wingman - N/A (haven't tested it)
And another of my favourites is:
Alter Ego - 7.5 gives a wanna fuck vibe but is inconsistent and hard to dose hence the lower score.
PS. JH just posted as I was typing this! Seems like we get different things from different products
FUNNER - June 13, 2011, 6:03 am

(06-08-2011 12:36 PM)JohnnyHard Wrote: &nbsp;The new version is much stronger, rawer and
more powerfully as the old one. It cut both ways. The older one, defunct version, is better in the
daytime. Safe, effective and really good for younger women, for older ones you are more in the beta
role. By the way Chris, I would sell the old version under a new name. It's far better as Ammo or
Instant Gentleman from AD... A great all in all product! But not a sexual beast.
So, now the new Alfa Maschio review (2 sprays are enough):
Chris sent me the new unscented version for free! Thanks Chris, but that doesn't means anything.

I'll keep objective.
Shit, this stuff really stinks! A none bomb! A strong cover scent is obligatory.
The self effects are top dog style! Normally other none products makes me nervous but Alfa M.
don't. The effects are like Denzel Washington in the movie Training Day. Quote: "I'm King Kong!!!"
Just watch out, ego-manic time... Like it...
Effects on males are really surprising. Androstanone hits/looks on 10 meter away and guys you
know smiles and greets you. Small talk, respect and buddy buddy behavior or also silly behavior.
Effects on women. At night (clubs, bars) a must have. A sexual rocket launcher. Stares, open
mouth, almost over attraction, but women at night reacts (often) positive on it. You guys know what I
mean. This over attraction is the problem in the day time. You must counteract, not simple with this
ego-boost. What the heck! I can get everyone... LOL!
Like I said, this is a great night life product. A really Alfa Maschio, by the way, this stuff (effects)
holds much longer as the old one.
I have finished.
Johnny's on it.
Self-effects are whip-lash like.
Will have to get some Glace to experiment combos. I think the new AM is what I was looking for
when I was experimenting with AV.
Because AM is D5 based with alcohol what would be the best way to add cover scent?
* Spray Cologne - let dry spray AM on top?
* Spray AM - let dry spray cologne on top?
* Don't apply cover same place as AM app. point ( I heard that it is
important to not spray
cover on top of a314 application point - it messes with diffusion somehow).
stld82 - June 17, 2011, 2:50 pm

Can this version be purchased from their site? I mean is the product on the site now the new or old
product?
Alpha Dream - June 17, 2011, 3:12 pm

The product for sale on our website is indeed the new (revised) version..
(06-17-2011 1:50 PM)stld82 Wrote: &nbsp;Can this version be purchased from their site? I mean is
the product on the site now the new or old product?
stld82 - June 17, 2011, 3:18 pm

(06-17-2011 2:12 PM)Alpha Dream Wrote: &nbsp;The product for sale on our website is indeed the
new (revised) version..
Thanks!! Will be purchasing in a few! WOW! I should of read the description!! haha Sorry about that
guys
stld82 - June 23, 2011, 3:38 pm

Smells nice. The blended musk is a very light scent. Close to a baby powder smell. The spray is a
small mist that drys very quick. Almost as if it was steam. I actually like this better then the others
where you have to wait for it to dry. Anybody notice this also?

Q-Tips - June 23, 2011, 4:24 pm

(06-23-2011 2:38 PM)stld82 Wrote: &nbsp;Smells nice. The blended musk is a very light scent.
Close to a baby powder smell. The spray is a small mist that drys very quick. Almost as if it was
steam. I actually like this better then the others where you have to wait for it to dry. Anybody notice
this also?
I just got this today and have to agree. Nice scent.
But i think the pheromones do shine trough the scent, or is it just me?
Q-Tips - June 25, 2011, 1:34 pm

Had time to give this a test for a day.
One spray on my upper chest and one spray at my wrist.
I got a little confused for the first 2,5 hours, as i got no responds at all. There where even a few
women being very short time at me before they runned off.
From about 2,5 hours i started to see a little bit better responds. And from 3 hours after application i
had constantly hits. One woman asked me out. Two women stood and looked at me as if i was
Santa Claus and they where about to get the most fabolous present from me.
There where alot of body signals from most women.
It was strange that i couldnt see any effect before 3 hours, but then see very good effect. I have
only tested it for a day, so it can be just a coincidence? Or maybe two spray was too much, so some
had to fade before i got the perfect doze? Or maybe two was too little?
Well, i'll give it a try for another day with two spray, so i can see if the same happen.
Anyone else had this experience?
mengster - June 25, 2011, 1:49 pm

maybe it was too strong during the first 3 hours?
ohhmygod - June 25, 2011, 2:09 pm

Self effects hits from application to about 3-4 hours for me.
Effects on other, not sure.
Rattlesnake - June 25, 2011, 2:19 pm

We were discussing this in brief yesterday on the chat box.
The delay effect has been experienced by other users for different products. I think its possibly the
time required for the mones to react with your skin chemistry or the time it takes for you to adjust
and own your new mone signature. Other possibilities is that different mones have different
molecular weight so some would be more volatile than others and diffuse faster. Hence the varying
types of responses over time. Of course as you point out, due to diffusion it could be that you reach
your sweet spot once a certain amount has diffused.
dbot - June 29, 2011, 9:59 am

Decided to wear two mini-sprays of this (from a test vial; ~1 regular spray) to work today...
So far I give the self-effect the James Dean Award

dbot - June 29, 2011, 3:23 pm

Other effects: people are compliant and seem to see me in a positive light.
A guy sitting across from me on the morning bus picked me out of the crowd to ask for directions.

The doorman ran in to open the door for me.
Patients were very compliant and unquestioning of my instructions.
The sassy cleaning lady seemed to like me more than usual.
Italian Dog - July 3, 2011, 4:26 pm

I tried Alfa Maschio for the first time Saturday nite for a dinner date. I applied two sprays to the neck
at 5:00pm My dinner date was for 7:00pm I arrived a half hour early and seated myself at the in the
restaurant bar as I waited for my date to arrive. All I can say is WOW! THIS PRODUCT IS
QUALITY ALL THE WAY.
The bartender was very chatty with me and caught her glancing over at me from a distance on afew
occasions. Now let me make something clear, I'm a decent looking guy, I'm athletic looking and i'm
a great conversationalist. So that all played into the equation i'm sure.
Now onto my date, First time meeting this woman who is my age, Met online. Dinner went great
good conversation and I walked her to her car where we kissed and then that is when I noticed the
effects Hot & heavy making out, right out in the parking lot lol then I suggested going to my vehical
where it is much more roomy and has tinted windows for privacy. ;) ;) She literally could not keep her
hands off of me. She kept smelling my neck asking me what kind of cologn was I wearing and she
told me that it smelled good.
Without being to graphic, I will say this we had a two hour heavy makeout session in my car in the
parking lot. Everything happened short of actual sex.
I would like to think it was just me that had this effect on her, But I'm positive Alfa Maschio played a
big role in enhancing the evening's effects.
Now Myself personally, I smelled heavy None onmyself wearing this product, Which stinks and the
blended musk to me was very light/weak in my opinion.
Italian Dog - July 3, 2011, 4:38 pm

I think the next bottle I buy of Alfa Maschio will be unscented so I can use my own cologne picks.
But my concern is will unscented pheromones be as effective as scented pheromones? Anyone
care to enlighten me on this subject. I remember reading on androtics forum afew years ago that
pheromones need a scent carrier and of course Androtics made it sound like there scent was so
special, Which looking back is a crock of crappola.
preck - July 3, 2011, 5:00 pm

(07-03-2011 3:38 PM)Italian Dog Wrote: &nbsp;I think the next bottle I buy of Alfa Maschio will be
unscented so I can use my own cologne picks. But my concern is will unscented pheromones be as
effective as scented pheromones? Anyone care to enlighten me on this subject. I remember
reading on androtics forum afew years ago that pheromones need a scent carrier and of course
Androtics made it sound like there scent was so special, Which looking back is a crock of crappola.
Hey Dog ,nice report.Just a question,how old are you and how old is she?
mengster - July 3, 2011, 5:04 pm

Hi italian dog, i actually posed the same question a while back and the following link highlights the
responses :
http://pherotruth.com/Thread-who-needs-scents-as-carriers
since then i have tried two unscented product - true alpha (from true pheromones) and glace (from
alpha dreams)

while they work fine with usage in their original states, i feel that spraying a scent does seem to help
increase its area and strength of effect a fair bit. the reason and mechanism for which i have not
been able to conclude and it might just strictly be a subjective thing.
Q-Tips - July 3, 2011, 5:32 pm

(07-03-2011 3:38 PM)Italian Dog Wrote: &nbsp;I think the next bottle I buy of Alfa Maschio will be
unscented so I can use my own cologne picks. But my concern is will unscented pheromones be as
effective as scented pheromones? Anyone care to enlighten me on this subject. I remember
reading on androtics forum afew years ago that pheromones need a scent carrier and of course
Androtics made it sound like there scent was so special, Which looking back is a crock of crappola.
Dont worry... You are right, its just a crock of crappola.
I am very shure the unscented version will be just as good when you use your own cover up. If they
add the scent or you use your own cover scent shouldnt make any big difference. When you use
your own favour scent, you are more likely to feel comfortable with the pheromone because you
think you smell good. And if you like the scent, it is more likely other around you like the scent as
well. After all, it doesnt help much if a pheromone give people a good feeling, if they cant stand
being close to you because you smell bad. But of course, if you find that the included scent in a
pheromone actually do smell good, as some think AM do, then that could be just as good.
Alpha Dream - July 3, 2011, 5:55 pm

Hey dog! Thanks for the great review. I'm glad you are enjoying our premium alpha juice, and am
pleased to hear it is enhancing your human experience : p
Italian Dog - July 3, 2011, 6:46 pm

(07-03-2011 4:00 PM)preck Wrote: &nbsp;Hey Dog ,nice report.Just a question,how old are you
and how old is she? Both of our ages are 44 (07-03-2011 4:04 PM)mengster Wrote: &nbsp;Hi
italian dog, i actually posed the same question a while back and the following link highlights the
responses :
http://pherotruth.com/Thread-who-needs-scents-as-carriers
since then i have tried two unscented product - true alpha (from true pheromones) and glace (from
alpha dreams)
while they work fine with usage in their original states, i feel that spraying a scent does seem to help
increase its area and strength of effect a fair bit. the reason and mechanism for which i have not
been able to conclude and it might just strictly be a subjective thing. Thanks!
Italian Dog - July 3, 2011, 6:51 pm

(07-03-2011 4:55 PM)Alpha Dream Wrote: &nbsp;Hey dog! Thanks for the great review. I'm glad
you are enjoying our premium alpha juice, and am pleased to hear it is enhancing your human
experience : p You are welcome, This time around I plan to give reviews of products I try. When I
first started to experiment I would just keep my product opinions to myself without making it known
on the other two forums.
mark-in-dallas - July 4, 2011, 4:20 am

(07-03-2011 5:51 PM)Italian Dog Wrote: &nbsp;When I first started to experiment I would just keep
my product opinions to myself without making it known on the other two forums.
Cuase our forum is better and you can talk about anything, right? :good3:
Italian Dog - July 4, 2011, 5:35 am

(07-04-2011 3:20 AM)mark-in-dallas Wrote: &nbsp;Cuase our forum is better and you can talk
about anything, right? :good3: I agree, This site is unbiased. Please keep it that way. I notice that
the regulars here are not groupies like I've noticed on the other two forums.

I like how you and the members here are open to try Pheromones distributed or manufactured from
different companies and give honest opinions of said pheromones.
as33156 - July 6, 2011, 2:47 am

I just ordered AM & Glace.

I'm wondering should I put it on 2 hours before I go out to face the world so I don't put women off? I
will use it in the day as well at night. work/play. I'm my own boss so no worries about losing my job.
Thanks in advance guys.
Q-Tips - July 6, 2011, 3:06 am

You should be able to see people right after application.
Whats more to worry is to make shure you use proper amount so you dont make any overdose.
Sometimes it can be tempting to just spray a bunch of it on you, but that usually it will be more
repealing to other than make anything good. Well that goes to AM, as i guess it have some
Androstenone.
Usually its best to start with a low amount and work yourself up to what you see work best for you.
as33156 - July 6, 2011, 3:56 am

i will start with 1 spray of AM to the throat area with 2 sprays of glace
mengster - July 8, 2011, 7:21 am

u can go more (i've done 6 i think?) with glace its fine
but im not sure how it works in relation to AM though
for mones, 1+2 doesn't always equate to 3
as33156 - July 8, 2011, 7:26 am

(07-08-2011 6:21 AM)mengster Wrote: &nbsp;u can go more (i've done 6 i think?) with glace its fine

but im not sure how it works in relation to AM though
for mones, 1+2 doesn't always equate to 3
Well then I will make sure to do that my friend
How does Glace work for you hits wise?
mengster - July 8, 2011, 8:37 am

i've used it in social settings mostly and i dare say there doesn't seem to be a negative reaction as
far as i can see.
the hits seem to mostly stem from helping to promote people to become more comfortable and
relaxed around you (myself included). I tend to get nicer conversations and people are friendlier but i
believe the fundamental properties Glace promotes would be the first 2 i mentioned. When people
are more comfortable and happy, at least with this mix, they seem to come (or not mind being)
physically closer as well- i don't really know because i haven't tested it very much in this aspect (i
seem to be hanging around married ladies accompanied with their husbands a lot recently). I have

seen at least one service staff come uncomfortably close near me (my friend actually noticed me
leaning away from her) and my female colleague sitting really really near me.
my friends have been quite excited about Glace. One thinks it's the best compliment to Turn Up
The Heat he has ever had, another was quite pleased about how it appears to help him with his
castings.
I have nothing but good things to say about Glace but i must also disclose that i haven't had too
much time with it yet

Like i mentioned earlier though, i don't know whether too much of it will sway your mix in a direction
u were not hoping it to. Or you could just experiment and report for us :good2:
Q-Tips - September 10, 2011, 4:38 pm

For a while ago, i got the AM scented, as i have mentioned earlier in this thread. I never got friend
with the scent and it ended up in me giving the entire bottle to a friend for a while ago. He just love
the smell and was happy to have it.
Anyway, i just got my new order with AM Unscented.
Had two spray unscented when alone. Got an rather pleasant self effect. Almost wanted to eat
myself.
Went to work with the two spray and Creole Man from LP as cover scent. I worked together with a
young woman age 19. I dont think i could see any attraction, but who knows? I been using so much
mones lately, they wouldnt know who i am phero-free.
But i did notice one thing : She couldnt stop working, was everywhere, did everything and even did
what i couldnt think had to be done. She kept going for 30 minutes after her shift was over. I had to
stop her and tell her to go home. She noticed her behaviour as well and made comments on her
energy today.
This was very unusual for her.
At first i didnt notice much from any customers. But it was much "come, pay and go". Maybe not
much time to notice anything. Then a woman came in and asked if she could borrow my phone. She
stood close to me for 4-5 minutes while talking. And there it was! It was almost as i could see
chances while she stood there. It ended up with deep eye contact and hair twirling. She came back
today three times. Wanted to buy a Pepsi. Then a cigarettes. Thirty minutes later, a lighter.
Everytime deep eye contact and smiling.
2Soon2Care - September 11, 2011, 10:50 pm

Hehe Q, sounds like you could do some situational engineering using mones to increase your
business at your store! There are some pheromone diffusers on the market kinda like the reed
diffusers and the plug-into-the-wall stenchers, I wonder if you could either diffuse the mones into the
store, or just find a mix to wear that would make folks want to buy more or buy whatever you
suggest? A little underhanded perhaps, but marketing is the devil's playground anyhow, right?
idontknow - September 12, 2011, 2:55 am

(09-10-2011 3:38 PM)Q-Tips Wrote: &nbsp;Anyway, i just got my new order with AM Unscented.
Had two spray unscented when alone. Got an rather pleasant self effect. Almost wanted to eat
myself.
Went to work with the two spray and Creole Man from Love Potion as cover scent. I worked
together with a young woman age 19. I dont think i could see any attraction, but who knows? I been
using so much mones lately, they wouldnt know who i am phero-free.
But i did notice one thing : She couldnt stop working, was everywhere, did everything and even did

what i couldnt think had to be done. She kept going for 30 minutes after her shift was over. I had to
stop her and tell her to go home. She noticed her behaviour as well and made comments on her
energy today.
This was very unusual for her.
At first i didnt notice much from any customers. But it was much "come, pay and go". Maybe not
much time to notice anything. Then a woman came in and asked if she could borrow my phone. She
stood close to me for 4-5 minutes while talking. And there it was! It was almost as i could see
chances while she stood there. It ended up with deep eye contact and hair twirling. She came back
today three times. Wanted to buy a Pepsi. Then a cigarettes. Thirty minutes later, a lighter.
Everytime deep eye contact and smiling. Typical -none hits as far as i can tell. I get these a lot with
Aqua Vitae. Young girls get really active, energized, probably nervous. Sexually more experienced
girls will likely link your -none heavy phero-signature to some guy with lots of testosterone, she had
great sex with. Just that you got even a lot more -none. -> She gets attracted. Great products!
Fishdude - September 13, 2011, 3:08 pm

(06-08-2011 12:36 PM)JohnnyHard Wrote: &nbsp;The new version is much stronger, rawer and
more powerfully as the old one. It cut both ways. The older one, defunct version, is better in the
daytime. Safe, effective and really good for younger women, for older ones you are more in the beta
role. By the way Chris, I would sell the old version under a new name. It's far better as Ammo or
Instant Gentleman from AD... A great all in all product! But not a sexual beast.
So, now the new Alfa Maschio review (2 sprays are enough):
Chris sent me the new unscented version for free! Thanks Chris, but that doesn't means anything.
I'll keep objective.
Shit, this stuff really stinks! A none bomb! A strong cover scent is obligatory.
The self effects are top dog style! Normally other none products makes me nervous but Alfa M.
don't. The effects are like Denzel Washington in the movie Training Day. Quote: "I'm King Kong!!!"
Just watch out, ego-manic time... Like it...
Effects on males are really surprising. Androstanone hits/looks on 10 meter away and guys you
know smiles and greets you. Small talk, respect and buddy buddy behavior or also silly behavior.
Effects on women. At night (clubs, bars) a must have. A sexual rocket launcher. Stares, open
mouth, almost over attraction, but women at night reacts (often) positive on it. You guys know what I
mean. This over attraction is the problem in the day time. You must counteract, not simple with this
ego-boost. What the heck! I can get everyone... LOL!
Like I said, this is a great night life product. A really Alfa Maschio, by the way, this stuff (effects)
holds much longer as the old one.
I have finished.
Aprox when would the last older version been shipped? How do I know which version I have?
Alpha Dream - September 13, 2011, 4:07 pm

Hi, we changed over to the new version in March or April I believe, so any orders for alpha Maschio
from that point on are the new version. : )
Q-Tips - October 5, 2011, 2:52 pm

(09-11-2011 9:50 PM)2Soon2Care Wrote: &nbsp;Hehe Q, sounds like you could do some

situational engineering using mones to increase your business at your store! There are some
pheromone diffusers on the market kinda like the reed diffusers and the plug-into-the-wall stenchers,
I wonder if you could either diffuse the mones into the store, or just find a mix to wear that would
make folks want to buy more or buy whatever you suggest? A little underhanded perhaps, but
marketing is the devil's playground anyhow, right?
You got a great idea.:good2: I'm going for it. Something comfortable and exciting i hope. Maybe i'll
find a mix who want them to come back? Making them regular customers?
Yes its a devils playground. But actually done a while already. I just read about a project done by
one grocery store who pumped out different kind of smells depending on where you are in the store.
Smells like fresh baked muffins, coffe and strawberry. The sale of Muffins went up with 120%. But
sale of Strawberry went down with 18%. Owner of the store think it was because the Strawberry
smell was to synthetic.
idontknow - October 11, 2011, 10:30 am

I'm somewhat unsure, whether Alfa Maschio did contain Androstadienone when i ordered it. I also
remember some discussion in that we listed up the products that did contain Androstadienone . IMO
no one mentioned AM.
So AM does contain Androstadienone ? Androstadienone fits nicely into the AM profile, IMO. As
many have said Androstadienone pretty much counteracts bitch shields, adds some nice comfort
and makes the girl remember you.
I believe with Androstadienone in it, Alfa Maschio is pretty much the most well rounded commercial
pheromix available right now.
I'd like to be sure, because i was layering AM with TL (Methoxyestratetraenone, Androstenol (alpha
& beta), Androstadienone & Estratetraenol). I wonder which of the effects i can attribute to the
Methoxyestratetraenone and Estratetraenol and which effects to the Androstadienone. If
Androstadienone is the work horse in TL, i can pretty much go with AM solo. Also there isn't much
research on Methoxyestratetraenone. And i'm curious.
Alpha Dream - October 11, 2011, 1:17 pm

AM has always had -dienone in it. I can't really elaborate further as to why it was not listed in the
past, but it was always in there and the proportion of -dienone has never changed in AM..
:D
Papastitch022 - October 11, 2011, 2:37 pm

I luv it when my intuitive hunches pan out I've suspected for some time there was A-1 sauce in AM.
Data4 - October 21, 2011, 6:18 am

Just got my bottle of unscented Alfa M. First very initial impression: It's like a spray-on New
Pheromone Additive lite.
Haven't tested it in the wilds yet. Waiting for my Hypnotica to come in. I already know I need to
temper this bad boy down some, and Hyp sounds like it'll do the trick.
as33156 - October 21, 2011, 7:28 am

(10-21-2011 5:18 AM)Data4 Wrote: &nbsp;Just got my bottle of unscented Alfa M. First very initial
impression: It's like a spray-on New Pheromone Additive lite.
Haven't tested it in the wilds yet. Waiting for my Hypnotica to come in. I already know I need to
temper this bad boy down some, and Hyp sounds like it'll do the trick.

you mean "the edge"

I have New Pheromone Additive & AM
New Pheromone Additive in my combo's gives outrageous hits
AM in my combo's gives me more constant hits but not outrageous hits.
chief101 - October 21, 2011, 2:17 pm

So just found out a sample of AM will be arriving along with the Glace I ordered. AM sounds really
promising as well so very excited to try it out
Data4 - October 22, 2011, 1:55 am

(10-21-2011 6:28 AM)as33156 Wrote: &nbsp;you mean "the edge"

I have New Pheromone Additive & AM
New Pheromone Additive in my combo's gives outrageous hits
AM in my combo's gives me more constant hits but not outrageous hits.
Nope, I meant New Pheromone Additive. I should have specified that I was talking about the smell.
I've never smelled The Edge, so maybe being a -none product, it smells similar.
Anyway, first full day wearing Alfa M gives me a one word impression:
SWAGGER.
Data4 - October 22, 2011, 6:45 am

I appreciate the thanks, Chris. I should probably have been a bit more detailed in my report, but
"Swagger" pretty much sums it up. I went light, with a spray and a half to the wrists, mixed with
Creed Millesime Imperial fragrance oil from The Fragrance Shop, which is an EXCELLENT cover.
I'm not selling their stuff for them, just a satisfied customer, but it really wiped out all of the -none
smell. I added an additional cover of real Creed MI as a spritz to the wrists shared, and one on
either side of my neck.
The venue was work. I've tested some pretty hardcore combos there, including copulins, New
Pheromone Additive, Turn Up The Heat, and others that you generally don't see in a work
environment, so I had no worries breaking Alfa M in proper-like there. My application was about an
hour and a half before getting to work, so after the hour long commute, I was pretty well basted in
the fumes for self-effects, and boy were they there! I got out of my car and coolly strode into the
building. It's worth noting that I've got one of those "sense of urgency" kinds of walks, but Friday was
different-- nice and easy. Interactions were mainly with new people who started in the last couple of
weeks. I'm a team leader, so people tend to look to me for guidance on stuff they don't have a lot of
experience with. This would happen without pheromones, but today it was like they held on to my
words as if their lives depended on it. All the people involved were male, and I felt like some sort of
sensei instructing a dojo full of "grasshoppahs". One guy even insisted on calling me sir, as in "Yes
sir, no sir, etc." That made me feel weird. I'm only 38. He was younger, but I don't think I'll be ready
to be called "sir" by anyone other than customer service types at least until I hit 50. Also considering
that he's a native of the area, Seattle, where showing respect for elders means being polite when
you tell someone to "piss the fuck off", I can only count it as a hit.

I felt in charge and somewhat placed on a pedestal today. Got Alfa Maschio to thank for that, that's
for sure.
SeriousSmile - October 22, 2011, 7:29 am

Rofl I thanked you twicee woooot
Awesome report Data
mark-in-dallas - October 22, 2011, 11:21 am

Great report Data! when it comes to your reports though, that goes without saying.
Glad to see you back!
Paradox - October 23, 2011, 9:22 am

Just wondering...
On the Alpha Dream website it says in the description for Alpha Maschio "Pheromonal effects most
pronounced for 6 hours after application."
Does that mean I should spray it on 5-6 hrs before I go out?
Is the life of this product really 6+ hrs?
At 6 hrs wouldn't this product be mostly -none?
halo0073 - October 23, 2011, 9:39 am

(10-23-2011 8:22 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Just wondering...
On the Alpha Dream website it says in the description for Alpha Maschio it says "Pheromonal
effects most pronounced for 6 hours after application."
Does that mean I should spray it on 5-6 hrs before I go out?
Is the life of this product really 6+ hrs?
At 6 hrs wouldn't this product be mostly -none?
If you are wanting effects I would spray it on 20 minutes or so before you go out and then you will
be good for 6 hours. After 6 hours you will need to reapply if you still want effects.
Paradox - October 23, 2011, 1:05 pm

(10-23-2011 8:39 AM)halo0073 Wrote: &nbsp;If you are wanting effects I would spray it on 20
minutes or so before you go out and then you will be good for 6 hours. After 6 hours you will need to
reapply if you still want effects.
Thanks but that doesn't answer any of the questions that I asked
SeriousSmile - October 23, 2011, 1:09 pm

(10-23-2011 8:22 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Just wondering...
On the Alpha Dream website it says in the description for Alpha Maschio "Pheromonal effects most
pronounced for 6 hours after application."
Does that mean I should spray it on 5-6 hrs before I go out?

Is the life of this product really 6+ hrs?
At 6 hrs wouldn't this product be mostly -none?
After application as in, after you apply, they are more pronounced for six hours.
The duration of effectiveness if you will is 6 hours after application
Rattlesnake - October 23, 2011, 1:11 pm

It means that for the first 6 hours the effects of the pheromones are most pronounced, after which
the effectiveness will slowly reduce as they have diffused away. So to answer your question, nope
don't wear it 5/6 hours in advance as they would be less effective.
However, you should note that Chris has improved his diffusion technology hence you get a longer
smoother burn and a longer effectiveness period.
Paradox - October 23, 2011, 1:21 pm

(10-23-2011 12:11 PM)Rattlesnake Wrote: &nbsp;It means that for the first 6 hours the effects of
the pheromones are most pronounced, after which the effectiveness will slowly reduce as they have
diffused away. So to answer your question, nope don't wear it 5/6 hours in advance as they would
be less effective.
However, you should note that Chris has improved his diffusion technology hence you get a longer
smoother burn and a longer effectiveness period.
Thanks that's actually my bad. Reading while tired. I reread the AM statement after your post woke
me up.
Ho boy I need some rest. Thanks Rattlesnake,halo,serious
idontknow - November 8, 2011, 6:28 am

Alfa Maschio review
My experiences with Alfa Maschio, after using ~half a bottle of it. Mostly worn mixed, but also quite
a few times solo. Some experiences may be influenced by True Love application, IDK. Mostly used
around 2 sprays. One spray seemed weak. >= 3 sprays didn't amplify the effect too much. Though
i'd like to test a little more with upped amounts of it.
Timeline
Until 5 minutes after application: Superb attraction. Alcohol based Pheromones usually are even a
little better within the first few minutes after application.
Nice attraction for like ~2 hours. Then a switch into alpha-aggressive mode for ~2 more hours. After
that slow mellowing out of the effects over a few more hours.
Pros
Great attraction, with relatively little intimidation on guys, girls and even younger girls
Good alpha self-effects
Best product for meeting/seducing girls in clubs AFAIK
Very consistent, though often subtle hits
(Very) water/yacuzzi resistant
Neutral
Ok-range
Makes guys cocky and funny with you
Cons

Sprayer head is a little fragile
Bottle magically empties itself quite quickly
Some nice Alfa Maschio hits:
FB almost raping me in the swimming bath.
"It's over" [application of Alfa Maschio +TL] -> "Let's date again"
Feeling like Alfa Maschio and getting FB off in a closed off area of the club
"You can chill in my pillows anytime."
"I'm single now, IDK ;) "
Placement
If i had to choose a single product for nighttime/clubs/bars gaming women, i would rank those:
Alfa Maschio (best allrounder) True Love (great KINO/comfort) Aqua Vitae (most blatant
hits/alphaness/sexual, BUT also intimidating/enraging) Erox (Strong arousal, but not much
attraction) Wolf (Attractive and alpha but a little weak sexually) True Alpha (See Wolf) TrueTrust
(Very short-lived, but nice attraction) Wingman x22 (A bit attraction, a bit social. Too weak and
short-lived.) Wingman 9+O (Very few/inconsistent hits. Seems to get better after ~3 hours.) True
Instinct (Needs buffers) [...]

Alpha Dream - November 8, 2011, 5:24 pm

Thanks guys for helping me out and answering this man's questions.. Your all very cool : )
Also thanks IDK for the review.. Is there anything we can do in your opinion to improve Alfa
Maschio? (besides the sprayer)
Cheers,
Chris @ Alpha
idontknow - November 9, 2011, 3:19 am

My experience with single molecules is very limited. I'm just mostly taking my information from this
forum.
IMO there could be some potential adding Beta-THDOC to Alfa Maschio.
Also Pregnenolone + Alfa Maschio could be a good fit. From what i read -neno could be a great
social and maybe could also have some disinhibiting/attractive qualities like Beta-THDOC.
Lastly i've been layering Alfa Maschio a lot with True Love (Methoxyestratetraenone, Androstenol
(alpha & beta), Androstadienone & Estratetraenol). Especially the Methoxyestratetraenone &
Estratetraenol could be a good addition to Alfa Maschio and maybe replace some 'nols, or allow for
more Androstenone and AndrostAnone in the mix. IDK how much Androstadienone there is in Alfa
Maschio already, but i'd aim for ~50mcg at 3-4 sprays. IMO Androstadienone is one of the better
comfort getters.
I've seen very nice attraction with just wearing Glace + Beta-THDOC, but it was only one test. I've
worn Beta-THDOC along with Alfa Maschio and True Love and have seen superb attraction and
blushing in one girl. I usually don't get this from Alfa Maschio + TL, or Alfa Maschio solo. That is still
very limited testing, though.
If you give me a few more months, i may have some reults of Alfa Maschio + Beta-THDOC, and
Alfa Maschio + Pregnenolone.

ohhmygod - November 9, 2011, 3:23 am

I second IDK's suggestion. AM + TL is crazy, Chris. You should make something similar ^__^
PheroDemon - November 10, 2011, 12:44 pm

Been messing with AV more and decided to give AM a try. I did only 2 sprays but added 6 sprays of
Glace which I thought would soften it up. Before I wastrying AV and Glace by themselves and then
togethor. My initial impressions with at least a couple days of use is hat AM seems t have a darker
and heavier feel, whereas AV has a livelier and more playful sexual feel. How would I describe my
use of AM is its darker and gives me a more old and calculating sexuallity...sort of like very sexual
without all the emotions.
This is at 2 sprays and with Glace added. I noticed females reactions were more withheld and a girl
behind the counter was acting very nervous. Then some other chick was staring at me as I was
adding creamer to my coffee at the bar. I am not using this in a club setting, but mostly testing all
my pheremone usage out in everyday public settings, so keep that in mind.

Everyday, before I put a fresh application I always take 2 showers and scrub the old pheremones
off vigorously with a sauna/steambath in between to purify my skin pores. I try to keep my
applications fresh as I'm not sure if the day prior it will muck up my results.
phertest - January 25, 2013, 5:14 am

I've tried this mix and I have to say... mind boggling! I don't know the exact ratios I used them at, but
some folks have claimed p83 to be b-thdoc and yeah... along with TL and neno made a freaking
powerful attraction mix. Yeah I tried them both on at the same time - after a few hours the TL
depression kicked in and the p83 might've made it worse but I knew I wouldn't be getting the girl
alone so I used it to amplify any emotion she feels. I'll be replacing AM for corpo next time cause
shes got daddy issues but whatever, this kicked serious ass.
(11-09-2011 3:19 AM)idontknow Wrote: &nbsp;My experience with single molecules is very limited.
I'm just mostly taking my information from this forum.
IMO there could be some potential adding Beta-THDOC to Alfa Maschio.
Also Pregnenolone + Alfa Maschio could be a good fit. From what i read -neno could be a great
social and maybe could also have some disinhibiting/attractive qualities like Beta-THDOC.
Lastly i've been layering Alfa Maschio a lot with True Love (Methoxyestratetraenone, Androstenol
(alpha & beta), Androstadienone & Estratetraenol). Especially the Methoxyestratetraenone &
Estratetraenol could be a good addition to Alfa Maschio and maybe replace some 'nols, or allow for
more Androstenone and AndrostAnone in the mix. IDK how much Androstadienone there is in Alfa
Maschio already, but i'd aim for ~50mcg at 3-4 sprays. IMO Androstadienone is one of the better
comfort getters.
I've seen very nice attraction with just wearing Glace + Beta-THDOC, but it was only one test. I've
worn Beta-THDOC along with Alfa Maschio and True Love and have seen superb attraction and
blushing in one girl. I usually don't get this from Alfa Maschio + TL, or Alfa Maschio solo. That is still
very limited testing, though.
If you give me a few more months, i may have some reults of Alfa Maschio + Beta-THDOC, and
Alfa Maschio + Pregnenolone.
bondjames1 - October 23, 2013, 10:31 pm

Hands down the greatest reviews and comments on alfa maschio.

When I spray this I get the bad boy vibe about me.... I get on this "sexual prowl" you could say...
Woman around me become like helpless lambs as I go in for the kill... I can flirt with any women of
my choosing..
It's powerful af...
Gonna have a basement full of am one day...lol

